VDJbase is a publicly available database that offers easy searching of data describing the complete sets of gene sequences (genotypes and haplotypes) inferred from adaptive immune receptor repertoire sequencing datasets. VDJbase is designed to act as a resource that will allow the scientific community to explore the genetic variability of the immunoglobulin (Ig) and T cell receptor (TR) gene loci. It can also assist in the investigation of Igand TR-related genetic predispositions to diseases. Our database includes web-based query and online tools to assist in visualization and analysis of the genotype and haplotype data. It enables users to detect those alleles and genes that are significantly over-represented in a particular population, in terms of genotype, haplotype and gene expression. The database website can be freely accessed at https://www.vdjbase.org/, and no login is required. The data and code use creative common licenses and are freely downloadable from https://bitbucket. org/account/user/yaarilab/projects/GPHP.
INTRODUCTION
An important application of the recent advances in high throughput DNA sequencing is the exploration of adaptive immune receptor repertoires (AIRR). AIRR sequencing (AIRR-seq) enables exploration of the dynamics of the adaptive immune system (1) , and has applications to the study of aging (2, 3) , cancer (4), autoimmune diseases (5-7), allergy (8) , infectious diseases (9) and vaccine design (10) .
A crucial step in the analysis of AIRR-seq data is the correct identification of specific V, D and J germline genes that contribute to each antibody and T cell receptor gene sequence. It is the starting point for in-depth analyses such as the identification and quantification of somatic hypermutation (11) , determination of gene usage distribution, and correlation of AIRR-seq data with clinical conditions (12) . For example, it was recently demonstrated that the presence or absence of a specific allele greatly affects the response to influenza A and HIV infections (13) (14) (15) . Other infectious diseases as well as cancer and allergy may also be sensitive to the germline repertoire. However, our knowledge of the genetic loci encoding Ig and TR is very incomplete, since the genomic regions encoding these receptors contain many duplications, deletions, and other complex events, which hinder their direct sequencing using short reads (16) . This is true for all studied species to date, including humans. Genomic studies of the human loci have come from just a handful of individuals, and we therefore do not know the extent of population variation within these loci, though there is reason to believe the variation is significant (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Recently, we and others have published several computational tools to help explore these regions, to infer previously unknown alleles, deletion polymorphisms, and complete sets of immungolobulin genes that are expressed by different individuals (genotypes and haplotypes) from AIRR-seq data (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) .
Germline sequences affirmed by the new tools are curated in the international ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) information system (29) after review by the Inferred Allele Review Committee (IARC) of the AIRR Community (30) . This process is facilitated by OGRDB (the Open Germline Receptor Database: https://ogrdb.airr-community.org), which provides supporting evidence for published alleles, including details of repertoires in which they have been observed. Currently, there are ∼60 alleles that are either under review or have recently been affirmed by the IARC and accepted into IMGT. However, data relating to genotypes, haplo- types, and general gene usage across the human population are currently beyond the scope of IMGT and OGRDB. There is a need to better understand the usage of germline alleles in different individuals, ethnic and clinical groups. A better picture of the set of alleles expressed by each individual should lead to important discoveries such as predispositions to disease and variable responses to vaccination and drug therapy. Currently, the prevalence within the human population of each allele curated in IMGT is unclear, and the very existence or functionality of many sequences has even been questioned (31) . For this reason, we have developed VDJbase, a publicly available database that offers easy searching of antibody genotype and haplotype data inferred from AIRR-seq datasets. VDJbase stores information about genotypes and haplotypes inferred from individuals from diverse ethnic and clinical backgrounds, and produces summary statistics about sets of samples that are filtered according to their associated meta-data.
IMPLEMENTATION
The web interface of VDJbase offers researchers a fast and convenient way to browse for genotypes and haplotypes, compare published datasets, generate interactive vi-sual analyses, and submit AIRR-seq data to foster continuous growth. To allow for unbiased comparisons, the database inputs are generated by an identical data processing pipeline. The pipeline's input is pre-processed Ig and TR sequences. The pipeline begins with a preliminary V(D)J assignment, that includes an inference of previously unknown alleles, followed by inference of genotype and haplotype (see materials and methods section). Users can freely access the database using any browser. Results are displayed as a table, along with samples and their related metadata, providing files and figures that can be downloaded to the user's own computer. We exploit the HTML platform for interactive visualizations. Unlike static charts, interactive data visualizations encourage users to explore and even manipulate the data to uncover other factors. See Figure 1 for a schematic diagram of VDJbase. The entry page includes tutorials about the database service, with links to the user guide and to the content search.
Database search
Browsing is a very useful capability in VDJbase, which can be easily searched by selecting samples of interest and output fields. Users can interactively interrogate genotypes and 
Visualization and analysis
Apart from PDF format, VDJbase uses the Javascript graphing library plotly.js to provide online, interactive data visualization designed to help users gain insights into the data. Genotypes stored in the database include a measure of certainty of the genotype call for each gene (K diff ). Briefly, this measure is the ratio between the models' likelihoods calculated from the posterior probability distribution. A 'Genotype' tab creates an interactive graph which allows users to modify parameters to explore the genotype data according to their interests. For instance, users can focus on specific alleles or screen the results by certainty level (K diff ). The graph can visualize 1-20 genotypes in a single page, to facilitate comparison between individuals. Comparison of a larger number of genotypes and haplotypes is enabled through a heatmap graph (see Figure 2A and B). Inference of personal genotypes also allows us to estimate the heterozygosity of genes in the population. We consider genes for which more than one allele is carried by an individual to be heterozygous. The 'Heterozygous' graph allows users to assess the level of hemizygosity/heterozygosity/homozygosity for each gene in different populations. To enable users to obtain more specific information, frequency values and raw counts appear as pop-ups when users hover above the corresponding bar ( Figure 2C ).
The 'Gene usage' graph provides a view of gene expression in the population ( Figure 2D ). Each point in the graph represents a single individual, and colors represent the gene families. The order of genes is based on their chromosomal location (17) .
The 'Allele distribution' graph represents the allele distribution within a selected population, for each gene. Users can compare the distributions of alleles between different populations (Figure 2E and F) . VDJbase utilizes two R packages for visualizations, 'vdjbaseVis' and 'RAbHIT' (28) . These packages can be downloaded and used for free under the CC BY-SA 4.0 license from https://bitbucket.org/ account/user/yaarilab/projects/GPHP.
Data submission
To enable users to submit their own published AIRR sequences, a straightforward submission form is available upon request via our 'Discussion Forum'. Submitted forms are validated and the associated data processed by the site administrator. This will allow the repository to grow, and for contributors to receive appropriate credit from database users.
DATABASE CONTENTS
To date we have populated the database with >500 samples, which are associated with various diseases (e.g. MS, celiac, HCV, influenza) and tissue types (e.g. brain lesions, lymph nodes, blood) originating from >15 studies. To facilitate standardization of VDJbase data integration, we use a standard pipeline for all genotype and haplotype inferences (see Materials and Methods section for details).
Use case examples
Initial use of this database and annotation system has enabled rigorous testing of human adaptive immune genetic findings. As one example, a number of putative allelic variants reported in older literature appear to be completely absent from Caucasian populations (e.g. IGHJ4*01, IGHJ5*01, IGHJ6*01). Another example is a mosaic deletion pattern that was validated for a much larger cohort (21) (see Figure 2D-F) .
Approximately one-third of the population is known to be heterozygous for gene IGHJ6 (21, 24) , and our database--in which 127 of 326 individuals are heterozygous--is consistent with this observation. We have additionally identified numerous IGH genes to be heterozygous in individuals with a defined genotype: nine IGHV genes observed to be heterozygous in over 50% of individuals (IGHV2-70D, IGHV1-69, IGHV3-53, IGHV3-48, IGHV3-49, IGHV4-30-2, IGHV3-30-3, IGHV3-30 and IGHV3-11); 12 IGHV genes observed to be heterozygous in over 30% of individuals (IGHV3-73, IGHV3-64,  IGHV4-61, IGHV1-58, IGHV3-53, IGHV5-51, IGHV4-39, IGHV1-46, IGHV1-18, IGHV3-13, IGHV2-5 and IGHV4-4); and two IGHD genes observed to be heterozygous in 38-65% of individuals (IGHD2-8 and IGHD2-21) (see Figure 2C ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Inferred genotypes and haplotypes
We align each of the pre-processed datasets using the most recent version of the IgBLAST (32) aligner and the current IMGT germline reference set. We infer previously unknown alleles using TIgGER's inferGenotype function (22) with a modification to the position range input, which allows detection of novel alleles involving sequence variation at nucleotide positions beyond 312 (current default). The sequences are then aligned again, using IgBLAST with a germline reference set that is extended to include any novel IGHV alleles inferred by inferGenotype. The output of IgBLAST is converted to the Change-O format (33) that is compliant with the MiAIRR standard (34) . To improve the subsequent quality of allele inference in samples containing highly mutated sequences, we infer clones using SCOPEr (35) and choose a single representative, with the lowest number of mutations, for each clone. A genotype is then inferred using TIgGER's new inferGenotype-Bayesian function (26) , which can detect novel alleles at greater hamming distance from sequences in the provided reference set than previous versions of TIgGER, and assigns a probability, K genotype , to each allele in the inferred genotype. The sequences are then aligned for a third time with IgBLAST, using a germline reference set that contains only sequences of those alleles included in the personalised genotype created by inferGenotypeBayesian. Lastly, haplotypes are inferred for heterozygous individuals for genes IGHJ6/IGHD2-8/IGHD2-21 using RAbHIT (28) . In the current version of TIgGER, up to four distinct alleles are allowed in an individual's genotype. This reflects the possibility of a gene duplication with both loci being heterozygous, as previously observed in this region (17) . Samples with fewer than 2000 sequences either in the first IgBLAST or after the collapsing of clones are excluded from further analysis, and data is not incorporated into VDJbase. For datasets with partial V-region coverage, some modifications (described below) are made to the processing protocol. We consistently update the datasets according to the latest versions of the above mentioned tools, and use version control for the website for reproducibility. Versions are displayed on the site.
IGHV annotation for datasets with partial V-region coverage
Aligners are more likely to make ambiguous calls (for example 'IGHV3-23*01 or IGHV3-23*02') when aligning sequences with partial V-region coverage, and this can influence downstream analyses. To resolve this situation, in these datasets, we collapse ambiguous allele assignments using the RAbHIT reliability scores. Each allele for which more than 60% of alignments are ambiguous calls are marked as non-reliable alleles (NRA), and later collapsed. Where ambiguous calls remain, such as 'IGHV3-23*01 or IGHV3-23*02', this is indicated by allele designations such as 01 02. We screen for reliable alleles prior to inferring novel alleles and genotypes. We also modify the numbering of the starting position of partial novel inferences to correspond to the implied nucleotide numbers of full length sequences.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
VDJbase introduces a database for genotypes and haplotypes inferred from AIRR-seq data. These user-friendly web-based queries of VDJbase open new opportunities to browse and extract valuable biological information from the rapidly accumulating AIRR-seq data. In its current form, the focus has been on human B cell receptors, though our database structure is broadly applicable also to T cell receptors, antibody light chains, and Ig and TR from other species. In addition, currently inference of previously unknown alleles is performed by TIgGER. We intend to include options to infer novel alleles using other available tools such as Partis (25) and IgDiscover (23) once there is community agreement on how to reconcile the discrepancies between the results produced by these tools. We hope that the interface between OGRDB and VDJbase will accelerate this process.
VDJbase can shed new light on the variability of germline alleles within and across populations. We anticipate that this database will be extended to effective completeness of human Ig and TR gene variants in all human populations, with enhanced search and analysis features added. Extending the database to include further samples from less sequenced clinical cohorts and ethnic backgrounds should dramatically increase the possibility of discovery of new biomarkers for diseases and treatments. This paper is linked to: https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkz822.
